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ON THE HOMOLOGY OF SU(/i) INSTANTONS

CHARLES P. BOYER, BENJAMIN M. MANN, AND DANIEL WAGGONER

Abstract. In this paper we study the homology of the moduli spaces of in-

stantons associated to principal SU(n) bundles over the four-sphere. This is

accomplished by exploiting an "iterated loop space" structure implicit in the

disjoint union of all moduli spaces associated to a fixed SU(«) with arbitrary

instanton number and relating these spaces to the known homology structure of

the four-fold loop space on BSV(n).

Moduli spaces of instantons (self-dual connections with respect to a confor-

mal class of metrics) associated to principal G-bundles Pk(G) = P over S

have proven to be basic objects in modern geometry. Here G is any simple

compact Lie group and k is the integer that classifies the bundle P and is re-

ferred to as the instanton number. We denote these moduli spaces by JAk(G).

There is a natural inclusion

(0.1) ik(G):JAk(G)-+tfkBG

induced by forgetting the self-duality condition where we have identified the

moduli space of based gauge equivalence classes of all connections on P with

the kth component of the four-fold loop space Q. BG [5]. In a fundamental

paper, Atiyah and Jones [5] studied the inclusion (0.1 ) for G = SU(2) (when SA

has its standard conformally flat metric) and posed several fundamental ques-

tions. In a series of papers Taubes (cf. [24-26]) proved several basic existence

theorems, stability theorems in terms of k and provided a basis framework

to describe how the topology of JlAk changes as k increases. Taubes' work is

much more general than we describe here in that he not only studied general

Lie groups G but also replaced S by an arbitrary compact closed Riemannian

four-manifold (with arbitrary conformal class of metric).

In [7] it was observed that, over the four-sphere but with G = Sp(«), the

disjoint union of ¿dAk over all k form a homotopy C4 space and that iterated

loop space techniques may be profitably used to study Ht(ÂAk) for individual

k.   Certain computational results may be obtained immediately from these
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constructions for all Sp(«) but to obtain more delicate results special facts about

JAk(Sp(n)) for small values of k are required. When G = Sp(l) = SU(2) the

results of [7] give substantial information about Hf^Ak(S\J(2)); Z/p) as well as

establish, for k greater than one, that ^#fc(SU(2)) is not a Stein manifold. This

result should be compared to the theorem of Donaldson [11] that ^.(SU(2)) is

a complex manifold and to an observation of Hitchin (private communication)

that Jtk(S\]{2)) is hyper-Kähler.

In this paper we combine the constructions of [7] with the computations of

[27] to study HfJAk(S\J(n)) ; Z/p) for general n > 2. This depends on an
explicit determination of the inclusion i (0.1) for k = 1 which is given in §4.

The first two sections of this paper review previous work on the topology

of y%k(G) which establish the general framework in which we can construct

nontrivial classes in HfJtfG)). We then specialize to the case G = SU(«)

and in §3 analyze the natural inclusion ix . §4 then summarizes results of [27]

on HfQ. SU(«)) that we will need and in §5 we analyze ix on the level of

homology. Next, in §6, we are able to state our main results which describe

new families of nontrivial homology classes in HfJAk(S\J(n))) (see Theorems

6.4 and 6.6), as well as show that large numbers of the JAk(S\](n)), which

are known to be complex manifolds, cannot admit a Stein manifold structure

(see Corollary 6.12). Finally §7 concludes with the proofs of several technical

lemmas required in earlier sections.

It is natural to ask if the computations of this paper can be extended to

other Lie groups G, in particular for Sp(n). Basically, in order to use the

homology operations constructed in [7] to explicitly study JAk(G) one must

understand not only HfQ, G) but also ^k(G) and the inclusion ik for various

values of k . Only when G = SU(«) does it appear that Jfx(G) is sufficiently

rich to generate enough new homology in the JAk(G) 's which gives nontrivial

homological information not obtainable by other means.

We would like to thank Fred Cohen, Jim Milgram, and Cliff Taubes for

helpful discussions during the preparation of this paper.

1. Connections and Yang-Mills instantons

In order for this paper to be relatively self-contained and for us to define the

spaces that are our main objects of study we begin with a very brief review of

the differential geometric formulation of the Yang-Mills theory over the four-

sphere. Good references on the foundational material in this area include [2,

4, 5, and 25].
Let G be a compact, connected, simple Lie group. In later sections we

will concentrate on the case G = SU(«) but the general framework we consider

works for arbitrary G. Next let n: P(G) —► S4 be a principal G-bundle over the

four-sphere. As nfG) = Z, such bundles are classified by the integers and we

write Pk(G) or simply Pk for the bundle determined by the integer k . There

are two natural spaces associated to Pk , namely sék , the space of all connections
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on Pk , and ^(Pf), the gauge group consisting of all bundle automorphisms of

Pk which cover the identity map on SA . Now sék is an affine space, and AÀAAfPf)

acts naturally on sék . However, this action is not in general free. But there is

a normal subgroup &b(Pk), given by all bundle automorphisms covering the

identity that fix the fiber over a base point, say the north pole, and this does act

freely on sék . In the appropriate Sobolev norms ?? (Pk) is a closed subgroup

of &{Pk), so that the quotient space sék/S'b(Pk) = Wk has the structure of

a smooth infinite-dimensional Banach manifold [14]. Furthermore, since the

space sék is contractible and

(1.1) z\p¿^sfk^Vk

is a principal fibration, l?k  may be identified with BAÀA? (Pf), the classifying

space of AAAA (Pf). Moreover, ^. is homotopy equivalent to QkG ~ Í245G [5].

Now let H c G be any closed Lie subgroup. Then there is a map

(1.2) ip:Wk(H)^Wk(G)

constructed as follows: Let /: Pk(H) «-+ PkiG) be the inclusion of a subbun-

dle. A connection on Pk{H) is a smooth //-equivariant choice of horizontal

subspace ^V(H) of the tangent space TvPk(H) for each v G Pk(H). We can

promote an //-connection to a G-connection as follows: Given u G Pk(G),

choose v G PkiH) and a G G such that u = i(v)a and define the horizontal

subspace &U{G) of TuPk(G) by

KiG) = Ra.°hiKiH))-

One easily shows that this is indépendant of the choice of both v and a and

is G-equivariant. Alternatively in terms of the uniquely defined Ad-equivariant

1-forms coH and coG we define coG to be the unique G-connection 1-form

which satisfies coH = i*coG . Thus, we have a smooth injection

K:sék(H)^sék(G).

Similarly, we define a map i: &k(H) —> &k(G) as follows: Given fH G

&£(H), define fiG g &kb(G) by

fiGiu) = RaoiofiH(v),

where i(v)a = u G Pk(G). Again fG is independent of this decomposition.

Furthermore, as H is closed in G it is easy to check that &k (H) is a closed

subgroup of 2*k (G). This gives the smooth map (1.2).

It is well known that principal G-bundles on a manifold X are classified by

homotopy classes of maps / from X into the classifying space B G. Further-

more, if X is compact, / factors through a finite skeleton BG(k) of BG for

some k = k(f), and in particular, for G = Sp(«), BG(k) may be taken to be

Gn n+kiYY), the Grassmannian of quaternionic «-planes in H"+  . There is also
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the existence of a universal G-connection given by Narasimhan and Ramanan

[22] for compact G which we now describe. Given a quaternionic vector bun-

dle En on S of quarternionic rank n and an embedding of E into Hn+k ,

the trivial Un+k bundle over S4, one has the Gauss map u: En -+ H"+k .

Here u associates to each x e S4 a monomorphism of the fiber En\x-i.x) into

H"+ , and thus determines the classifying map f: S —> Gn n+k(W). By choos-

ing bases for n~l(x) and H"+ , u(x) can be represented as the n by n + k

matrix

(1.3) u(x)=   ~lf    ,

where U denotes affine coordinates on Gn n+k(H). Alternatively, the map

U i-> u(x) gives a local frame for the universal vector bundle over an affine

neighborhood in Gn n+k{H). In our case we need the principal Sp(«) bundle

of orthonormal symplectic frames on Gn n+k{H) whose total space is the Stiefel

manifold Vn n+k(H). Then the map u satisfies the equation

(1.4) uu = In,

where * is the quaternionic adjoint (conjugate transpose). Hence, u(x) in (1.4)

above is divided on the right by the « by « quarternionic matrix Jln + U*U .

On Vn n+k(H) there is a universal Sp(«)-connection [22] given by

(1.5) nSp{n] = udu.

Now it follows from the Peter-Weyl theorem that any compact simple G can

be realized as a closed subgroup of Sp(«) for some n . Thus if G <—+ Sp(n) is

a closed subgroup, then the action of G on Vn n+k gives a principal G-bundle

G-t^ n+k —* BG(k) which we denote by y(G). Let g be the Lie algebra of

G. Then, since Sp(w) is compact, the projection to g of the restriction of r]Sp,n)

to y(G) defines a connection 1-form r\G on y(G). Furthermore, both the G-

bundle y(G) and the connection rjG are universal [22] for quaternionic vector

bundles En(G) = P(G) xG H" on S4 . That is, every pair (P(G), coG), where

P(G) is a principal G-bundle on S with connection co, can be obtained by

pulling back the pair (y(G), r]G) by the classifying map fi: S —► Gn n+fc(H).

Furthermore, if H is a closed Lie subgroup of the Lie group G, and / : P(H) ^

P(G) is a subbundle with connections coH and coG, its promotion to a G-

connection on P(G), then we have

(!-6) MH = l*fatlG = fHtlH-

Associated to every co G sék is its curvature Fw = D°'co which may be

identified with a section of the adjoint bundle of Lie algebras (/^Xg g)®A (S ).

There is a natural bilinear form on (Pk xG  g) <S> A (S ) given by the Hodge
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inner product on A2(S4) and the Killing form on g. The corresponding norm

gives the Yang-Mills functional on sék :

$CáA{(o) = f
Js4

«y.
;i.7) fCáA{(o)= le\\F

Is

Now one easily sees that %># depends only on the gauge equivalence class of

co, and the conformal class of the metric which we fix to be the standard one.

Furthermore,  Fw  splits orthogonally into self-dual,  F™, and anti-self-dual,

Ff, components (with respect to the Hodge star operator) and it follows from

Chern-Weil theory that the self-dual (for k > 0 ) and anti-self-dual (for k < 0 )

connections give absolute minima of ffJA . Since the existence of self-dual or

anti-self-dual connections depends on the orientation class of the manifold, we

restrict ourselves to the case k > 0. Such gauge equivalence classes of self-dual

connections are known as instantons and we denote the set of instantons with

respect to the group G by JAk(G), i.e.,

Definition 1.8. JAk(G) = {co G sék(G) : *FW = Fw}/&b(Pk(G)).

It follows from work of Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer [4], Taubes [25], and

Uhlenbeck [13] that JAk(G) is a smooth manifold of dimension px(g), the first

Pontrjagin number associated to the adjoint bundle Pk xG g. These spaces,

known as the (based) moduli spaces of instantons, are our fundamental objects

of interest. Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer [4] gives the dimension of JAk(G) for

compact, simple, simply connected G.

Next we review the construction of the moduli space of instantons and recall

the well-known description of instantons on S in terms of linear algebra given

by Atiyah, Drinfeld, Hitchin, and Manin [3]. For full details see Atiyah [2]. This

description was used in [7] to construct a homotopy C4 structure on ¿dA(Sp(n)).

Using Lemma 1.19 below the construction extends to a homotopy C4 structure

on JA(G) for arbitrary G. Notice that on 5" the Gauss map gives the short

exact sequence

0-^En^Hn+k -^kL^O,

where kL denotes k copies of the quaternionic Hopf bundle and Hn+k is

the trivial bundle of quaternionic rank n + k . The orthogonal splitting of this

sequence, with respect to the flat metric on Hn+ , determines the classifying

map / in terms of the embedding of the normal bundle kL. This embedding

can be represented by the matrix

A
B-xI

(1.9) v(x)

satisfying the condition that

(1.10) rank v(x) = k    for all x G HP(1) ,

where A and B are certain n by k and k by k quaternionic matrices. The

orthogonality condition is given by the equation uv(x) = 0.
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In the case of G = Sp(n) the classifying map in affine coordinates on

Gn „+fc(H) takes the form

(1.11) fi(x) = (h(B - xl)S ■

In the case of general G there are constraints on (A, B), but, more importantly,

the corresponding connection 1-form is still given by coG = fi*t]G .

Returning to the case G = Sp(«), let Mn k(H) denote the normed linear

space of n by k quaternionic matrices. We shall consider various subspaces

of Mn k(H) x Mk k(H) which give rise to connections through the ADHM

construction. First we define the space

(1.12) 3Sk ={(A, B) e Mnk(H) x MkJc(H) : condition (1.10) is satisfied}.

Clearly 38k is an open set of the normed linear space Mn+k k(H). The dis-

cussion above thus describes a continuous map ak : 38k —► sék . Now the real

orthogonal group 0(k) acts naturally on Mn+k k(H) ~ Mn k(H) x Mk k(H)

by sending

(1.13) (A,B)^(AT,T~XBT),

where T G O(k). This clearly leaves 38k invariant. Thus, by restriction, we ob-

tain the quotient space 38k = 38k/0(k). Moreover, one easily sees that changing

(A, B) to (Ar, T~ BT) does not affect cos ,n), so we get a continuous map

38k —> sék . Thus composing this map with the natural projection sék —► ^

gives a continuous map ak from 38k to ^ , associating to equivalance classes

of pairs (A, B) satisfying (1.12) gauge equivalence classes of connections in

So far we have just constructed connections from quaternionic "rational

maps" given by the A's and the B 's without considering their associated Yang-

Mills energy. However, Atiyah [2, II-3.11] gives the following explicit formula

for the curvature of these connections:

F = Ndxp~ dxN*.

Here A is a projection operator and

p2 = v*v = (B* - xI)(B - xl) + A*A.

Therefore, the matrix p (x) can be used to compute the Yang-Mills energy of

the associated connection. But as dx A dx spans the self-dual two-forms on an

affine open set of S , the connection will be self-dual if and only if p is real.

The reality of p   is equivalent to the following two conditions [2]:

(i) B is symmetric,

(       ' (ii) B*B + A*A is real.

Thus, we define subspaces JIAk c ^ c 38k by

Tk = {(A, B) GÁÁ8k : B is symmetric},
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and

JFk = {(A, B) G Tk : B*B + A*A is real}.

As conditions (1.14) are unaltered by the 0(/c)-action on 38k , there are well

defined quotients spaces, and it is a remarkable theorem of Atiyah, Drinfeld,

Hitchin, and Manin [3] that the above construction gives all instantons of charge

k, namely

Theorem 1.15 [3]. Jtk = J"k(Sp(n)) ~ J%k/0(k).

In the case of a G-connection, where G is a proper closed subgroup of

Sp(«), the ADHM Theorem 1.15 [3] still holds and the above discussion goes

through equally as well except that the classifying map / lands in BG(k).

The composition of / with the natural projection of BG(k) onto Gn n+kiH)

does have the explicit form given in (1.11) with additional constraints on the

A and B matrices, but the important point is that the G-connection coG is

still obtained by pulling back the universal G-connection rjG on y(G) by this

classifying map. So the moduli space of G-instantons for any compact simple

Lie group G is given by

(1.16) Jtk(G) = {[A,B]eJtk: co{A'B] isa G-instanton}.

Similarly, we have

(1.17) Tk(G) = {[A,B]GTk : co{A'B) isa G-connection}.

The following simple observation will allow us to pass easily from the case where

G = Sp(n) to the more general situation where G is any compact simple Lie

group. Let co( = fi*i%v,n)) be a path of connections induced from a path of

classifying maps fi,: S4 —► BSp(n). Since Sp(«)/G -> BG -» BSp(n) is a

fibration [28], if co0 is reducible to a G-connection then the entire path fi lifts

to BG and cot is reducible to a G-connection for all t. Furthermore, it is easy
to check that if

(1.18) ik(G):^{G)-*^{Sp{n))

is the natural inclusion then any path through classifying maps given by elements

of T"k(Sp(n)) that starts in T~k(G) lifts to a path through classifying maps given

by elements in ^(G). Summarizing we have

Lemma 1.19. Let cot = fi,*(riSp{n)) be a path of Sp(«) connections induced from

a path of classifying maps fi:S4^ BSp(n) for t g [0, 1]. Then

(1) If co0 reduces to a G-connection then cot reduces to a G-connection for

all tG[0, 1].

(2) If co q reduces to a G-connection and for all tG[0, 1] fi is represented by

an element ofi'^(Sp(rc)) then for all /e[0, 1] /, is represented by an element

of f¡(G).
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2.  ON THE TOPOLOGY OF INSTANTONS

We wish to study the global topology of the spaces JAk(G) defined in §1. In

this section we review some results of Atiyah and Jones [5], Taubes [25, 26], as

well as [7], on the topology of JAk(G).

We begin with a theorem of Atiyah and Jones:

Theorem 2.1 [5]. (ik)q: Hq(JAk(S\](2))) -* Hq(Wk(SU(2))) is a surjection for

q « k.

Atiyah and Jones then posed the following questions:

(1) Is (ik)   actually a homology isomorphism through a range?

(2) Can the range of the surjection (isomorphism) q = q(k) be explicitly

determined as a function of k ?

(3) Is (if)   a surjection on homotopy groups through a range?

(4) Is ik a homotopy equivalence through a range?

(5) Are similar results true if SU(2) = Sp(l) is replaced by more general

compact simple G ?

Question (4), which is now commonly known as the Atiyah-Jones conjec-

ture, still remains open at this time. However, Taubes [26] has shown that a

stable version of the Atiyah-Jones conjecture is true. In addition, the following

theorem of Taubes [26] answers question (5) above.

Theorem 2.2 [26]. Let G be any simple compact Lie group.    Then  (ik)„:

nq(JAk(G)) -» nq(%(G)) and (ik)q: Hq(JAk(G)) - Hq(Wk(G)) are surjections

for q « k.

While Theorem 2.2 is an extremely powerful existence theorem it does not

give explicit computational information. For G = SU(2) [7] gave an explicit

bound for the surjection dimension q(k) in terms of k, showed there are

nonzero classes in Hbk_fJAk(SV(2))) for infinitely many k , and, in general,

characterized large families of nontrivial homology classes in H (^k(S\J(2)))

in terms of homology operations on iterated loop spaces. The program used

in [7] consisted of considering the union, over all positive values of k , of the

natural inclusions ik(SU(2)): J?k(SU(2)) -► g^(SU(2)) to obtain the natural

inclusion

(2.3) i(SU(2)) : ,#(SU(2)) - &(SU(2)) -> Q4BSV(2),

where ^f(SU(2)) = U¿>0A(SU(2)) > ^(SU(2)) = LL>0^(SU(2)), and
z(SU(2)) is the natural inclusion of the positively indexed path components

into the total iterated loop space. As iterated loop spaces have a very rich topo-

logical structure, which has been successfully studied by many people, it is quite

natural to try to use (2.3) to impose a similiar structure on instantons.

We now summarize the main technical result of [7] which, combined with

Lemma 1.19 of § 1, shows that JA(G) is a well-behaved homotopy C4 space, for

all compact simple G, and, that up to homotopy, i(G) behaves like a C4 map.
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Alternatively, one could use the method of Taubes' patching [26] to construct

such structure maps. While these constructions are valid for general groups

G, explicit calculations were given in [7] only when G = SU(2). Later we

will combine these structure maps with the computations of [27] to make the

homology calculations for SU(w) which occupy the rest of the paper.

More precisely, it was shown in [7], for G = Sp(»), that there are maps

(2.4) </>j{Sp{n)) : Cfj) x2. (JA(Sp(n))f — JA(Sp(n))

such that (2.4) gives Jf(Sp(n)) a homotopy C4 operad structure. Here C4

is the little cubes operad [6, 18]. To be more precise about the terminology

we should say that a homotopy Cn space is simply a space admitting Cn like

structure maps where one requires the usual diagrams to commute only up to

homotopy rather than to strictly commute.

The structure maps 0 .(Sp(n)) of (2.4) constructed in [7] were given explicitly

in terms of the ADHM construction as follows. Think of little cubes in / as big

cubes in R4 in the obvious way. Fix a homeomorphism of I4 with Hl = R4 .

Then a point in Cfp) is equivalent under this fixed homeomorphism with p

disjoint open cubes in H (with sides parallel to the axes). Let qx, ... , q

denote the centers (the points whose coordinates are given by the midpoints of

each side) of the p disjoint cubes and let e¡ . = dH(qi, q) for i ^ j be the

distance between the distinct centers. Thus ê = min,. ,(e(. ) > 0 and we let

e = max(l, l/e).

Definition 2.5. Let bi = (A. ,Bf&JAk(G) for 1 < i < p. Then

Vs{G){cx2...p ,bx,... ,bp) = bs = (As, Bf G A%pk(G),

where

M A^ = f(wA>'-'^V)'
(2) Bs = diag(qxI + ^Bx, ... , qpI + ^Bp), the pk by pk block

diagonal matrix with the k by k matrix q¡I + ■^ÁitB¡ in the zth diagonal

block, and

(3) the «^'s and e are uniquely determined from cn      G Cfp)  in the

manner described in the paragraph above.

Of course, one must check that ips(G) is well defined. But this follows

exactly as in [7] for the Sp(«) case. Furthermore, it follows from Theorem

6.10 of [7] and Lemma 1.19 that when S = 1, y/x(G) has its image in 2^(G),

and thus, by applying Lemma 1.19 again, that ips(G) has its image in ^(G)

for all S > 0. Next, it follows by exactly the same arguments as in [7] that

there exists S0 > 0 (depending continuously on e and on the entries in the

bi ) such that for all 0 < / < 1 , iptS (G) : Cfp) x1 (JAk(G))p -» 38AG) maps
0 p "

into 38pk(G) and for appropriate choice of e we may compose with the Taubes

strong deformation retraction [25] from £%pk(G) to JA ,(G) to obtain the maps

4>j(G) in the following two theorems.
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Theorem 2.6. For all compact, simple Lie groups G there are maps

(2.7) tpjiG): Cfj) xj. (J^(G)f — JA{G)

which make

(2.8) JA(G)=JA=\\JAk(G)
k>0

a homotopy C4 operad space.

Theorem 2.9. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy:

Cfj) xSj (Q4BG)J -^ Q4BG

(2.10) î Î

Cfj) xZj (JA(G))>       Ä       JA(G)

Here #. is the standard C4 operad structure corresponding to the standard four-

fold loop sum structure on Q BG.

Proof. Again, this follows from the proof when G = Sp(n) [7] and Lemma

1.19.

In §5 we summarize results of [27] on the C4 homology operations on

HfQ.4BS\J(n), Z/p). The remainder of the paper then uses those results

and the naturality of diagram (2.10) to obtain nontrivial information about

Hm{JtkiSV{n)),Z/p).

3. Instanton number one

In this section we examine the natural inclusion z, : JAX —* Wx. It was

shown in [7] that, when G = Sp(l), z, is homotopic to the well-known J-

homomorphism /: 50(3) —► £lxS . This observation was a vital ingredient in

the homological calculations given in [7]. For G = SU(«) the analysis is more

complicated, but it is still possible to obtain nontrivial homological informa-

tion about i,. In later sections we will use these results to obtain interesting

homological information about HfJAk(G)). In the following we denote the

centralizer of SU(2) in G by C(G) or simply C.

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a compact simple simply connected Lie group. The

based moduli space JAX(G) fibers trivially over JA[(G) with fiber C(G)\G. Fur-

thermore, the composition of maps

(3.2) C\G X J?X(G) -ÍU WX(G) -L Sl\G

is given by the map

(3.3) f(G)(Cg) = [x^g~ii(x)g],
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where f and i. are natural inclusions, i is a fixed embedding of SV(2) into

G, and 8 is the Atiyah-Jones equivalence [5],

Proof. By a result of Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer [4] (Theorem 8.4) every self-

dual G-connection on Px is gauge equivalent to a reducible SU(2) = Sp(l)-

connection. Hence, JA[(G) is homeomorphic to ^'(SU(2)) which is home-

omorphic to the five ball Bs. Fix a self-dual connection AQ G séx(SU(2)) c

séx(G) representing a class AQ G Jf[. Consider a family of unbased gauge

transformations {/ } that are constant on a neighborhood of some 3-sphere

s\ near infinity, and are parametrized by g G G. This gives a continuous map

f:G -+ JAX(G) sending g G G to the orbit fg&b{G) in JAX(G). This orbit

can be represented by the connection g~ A0g . Furthermore, since AQ lies in

an SU(2) subgroup of G, the map / passes to the quotient C\G to give a

well-defined map f : C\G —+ JAX(G).  Since the choice of Ä0 was arbitrary,

this describes the fiber at every point and gives a trivial bundle since JA[(G) is

homeomorphic to the five ball.

To prove the last statement, we recall the description of the Atiyah-Jones map

8 given by Atiyah [2]. Given a connection A we can choose an asymptotic

gauge so that as x —► oo,  A —► h~ (x)dh(x).   Near infinity this gives the

3 3
continuous map h : SR —► G. Normalizing the sphere SR we get an element

of Q.]g , and, recalling that for instantons k = 1 connections are reducible to

SU(2)-connections [4], gives a map from S3 to itself. So

8(A) = [x^h(x)].

Since k = 1 there must be a self-dual connection, say A0 , that corresponds to

the identity map x —* x . Composing the maps just described gives precisely

the map (/'(G) in (3.3) above.   D

Remark. We have used left cosets in Proposition 3.1 because of the standard

convention that principal G-bundles have a free right G-action. However, in

the fibration sequences that follow, the standard notational convention is to use

right cosets. To stay with standard conventions we will use right coset notation

for the quotient space for the rest of the paper. That is, we will consider the

homotopy equivalent quotient space and composition

G/C M JAX (G) -ÍU g? (G) -^ n\G

given by

(3.4) J(G)(gC) = [x^gi(x)g-']

which is obviously homotopy equivalent to (3.3).

For future reference we note the following two elementary facts:
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Lemma 3.5.   C(SU(«)) is homeomorphic to U(« - 2).

Proof. It is easy to check that elements of C(SU(n)) are those of the form

'a   0    0'

0   a    0

.0   0   Am

where A G U(« - 2) and det(A) = a~2.   o

It is not generally true that the homeomorphism given in Lemma 3.5 , or any

such homeomorphism, is a group homomorphism.

Lemma 3.6.   C(Sp(/i)) is homeomorphic to Z/2 x Sp(n - 1).

Proof. Again it is easy to check that elements of C(Sp(«)) are precisely those

of the form
a     0 '

0   a A

where a G Z/2 is the center of Sp(l) and A G Sp(« - 1).   o

The homeomorphism given in Lemma 3.6 actually is a group homomorphism.

For n > 2, there exists a fibration

,2k-3
ST J = \](n - l)/C -> SU(«)/C -♦ SU(«)/U(« - 1)

where the inclusion of C into U(n - 1) is given by

CP
n-l

(3.7)

a 0 0

0 a 0
0   0   A

a   0
0   A

where a G S1 , A G U(« - 2), det(.«4) = a 2 and the inclusion of U(« - 1) into

SU(«) is given by

(3.8) B
det(B)~l    0

0 B

for ieU(n-l).

The mod p Serre spectral sequence for this fibration has only one possible

nontrivial differential as shown below.

2« - 3    o    o    o

HfS2n-\z/p)

o ~~   o

2«-4   2«-2
HfCP"-l,Z/p)
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Thus, for n > 2, HfS\J(n)/C, Z/p) is isomorphic to one of the following

groups.

(1)   HfCY>n-\Z/p)®HfS2n-\z/p),

(2)   HfCP"'2, Z/p) ® HfS2"-1, Z/p)
n-2

In either case,  HfSU(n)/C, Z/p)  is isomorphic to HfCP      , Z/p), as a

coalgebra, through dimension 2« - 4. Since the diagram

SV(n)/Cn CP
««-i

Un

SU(n + l)/Cn+x    -

commutes, where jn is defined by

A   0

0    1

I

CP"

(3.9)

for A G SU(n)/Cn , (jn)t is an isomorphism on //(.(- ; Z/p) for i < In - 4.

We record these facts in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.10. Let n > 2. Through dimension 2« - 4, Ht(SU(n)/C; Z/p)

is isomorphic as a coalgebra to //„(CP"- ; Z/p). Furthermore, (jn), is an

isomorphism through dimension 2n — 4.

We can completely determine the group structure of HfSU(n)/C ; Z/p)

when p = 2.

Proposition 3.11. The following are isomorphic as groups.

(1) HfSV(2)/C;Z/2)^HfRP3;Z/2).
(2) HfSV(n)/C; Z/2) S Ht(CP"~l ; Z/2) ® HfS2n~3 ; Z/2) /or « > 2

aziii eve«.

(3) //,(SU(«)/C;Z/2)
<2rc<i odd.

Proof. SU(2)/C is homeomorphic to RP which implies the first statement.

To prove the second statement it suffices to show that there is a nonzero element

in H2n_3(SU(n)/C ; Z/2). Consider the following commutative diagram

(3.12)
S1 x S2"'3

HfCP"-2; Z/2) ® HfS2n~l ; Z/2) for n > 2

V(n- l)/(Z/2xS\J(n-2))

J

SU(az)/(Z/2 x SU(« - 2))

RP

1/

2««-l

CP,«-1

CP

lid

«1-1
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where each row is a fibration. The inclusion of Z/2 x SU(«

is given by
'a    O'

2) in V(n- 1)

ax A
0   A

where a G Z/2 and A G SU(« - 2). The inclusion of \J(n - 1) into SU(w)

is given by (3.8) and, finally, / is defined by mapping the equivalence class of

A G SU(«) to the first column of A . By comparing the integral Serre spectral

sequences for the two rows of (3.12), we see that in the spectral sequence for

the middle row there must be differentials which we indicate below.

2/1-2

2«-3

0       0       0

o     o     o

HfS1 xS2"~3;Z)

1

0

o.    o     o

o     o     o

0    2    4
//„(CP"-1,Z)

Here the bottom differentials are all multiplication by  2.   Thus the group

H2n_fSV(n)/(Z/2 x SU(« - 2)); Z)  is either Z or Z x Z/2.   When n  is

even there exists a map g: RP2"-1 -+ SU(«)/(Z/2xSU(«-2)) suchthat fio g

is the identity,  g is given explicitly by the formula

g

-f

v«-i

X,

x„

-x,

l«i-i

So there is an element of order two in H2n_fSU(n)/(Z/2 x SU(« - 2)) ; Z),

which implies that H2n_fSV(n)/(Z/2 x SU(« - 2)) ; Z/2) = Z/2 x Z/2. Now
consider the   mod 2 Serre spectral sequence for the following fibration:

S  = C/iZ/2 x SU(n - 2)) -» SU(/i)/(Z/2 x SU(« - 2)) -> SU(n)/C.

Since

and

H2n_fSV(n)/(Z/2 x SU(« - 2)) ; Z/2) = Z/2 x Z/2

//2„_4(SU(«)/C;Z/2)=Z/2,

there must be a nonzero element in H2n_fSU(n)/C ; Z/2). This completes the

proof of the second statement.

To prove the third statement, consider the fibration

S  = C„/SU(« - 2) -» SU(/i)/SU(n - 2) -î» SU(n)/C„ ,
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where the inclusion of SU(n - 2) into Cn is given by
"1   0   0'

0    1    0

.0   0   Am

where A G SU(n -2). By analyzing the Serre spectral sequence for this fibration

we see that if //„(SU(«)/C; Z/2) was given by 3.11(2), then j„ would be an

isomorphism on H2n_f-;Z/2) and zero on H2n_x(- ; Z/2). If n is odd,

then

Sq] : H2n_x(SV(n)/SV(n - 2) ; Z/2) -» H2n_fSV(n)/SV(n - 2) ; Z/2)

is an isomorphism. So if s„ were an isomorphism on H2n_f- ; Z/2), then s„

would be nonzero on H2n_x(- ; Z/2), which is a contradiction. This implies

the third statement.   D

Remark. It will follow from our work in §5 that, for n > 2 and n ^ 0 mod

p , //„(SU(n)/C ; Z/p) is given by the mod p analog of 3.11 but we will not

need this fact in the sequel.

Theorem 3.13.  Sp(n)/C is homeomorphic to RP4"-1.

Proof. The homeomorphism is given by sending the equivalence class of A G

Sp(tt) to the first column of A .   a

Although we have included Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.13, //„(Sp(«)/C)

is too small to support enough homology on the image of ix(Sp(n)) to take

advantage of the operad maps given in §2. For this reason we concentrate on

G = SU(«) for the rest of the paper.

4. The homology of Q,3G

In this section we will summarize what is known about the homology of the

triple loop spaces of Sn and SU(n). From the homotopy theory point of

view it is worthwhile to notice that the triple loops on a Lie group are always

a four-fold loop space. We first recall the definitions of the classic homology

operations on iterated loop spaces (cf. [10, §1, pp. 213-219]). Given a Cn+X

space X with structure map û : Cn+X xz X1 —* X one can use û to push

equivariant cells of Cn+X x X1 into X in mod p homology. More precisely,

one has

Definition 4.1 [10]. Let X be a Cn+X  space with x G H (X, Z/p) and y G

Hr(X,Z/p). Then define

(1) For z < n

Ö,-u,_,)(x) = %M(p_X)®xp) G Hpq+l{p_x)(X, Z/p)

and, for p odd,

ôlCp_1M(x) = *p.iei{P-x)-x ®x") 6 Hpg+i(p_x)_x(X, Z/p).
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(2) For p = 2 and s < q

Q\x) = 0

while if s > q then

Q'ix) = Qs_qix).

(3) For p > 2 and 2s < q

Qs(x) = 0

while if 2s > q then

Q5(x) = (-\)su(q)Q(2s_q]{p_X)(x),

where v(q) = (-l)9(?-1)(i,-1)/4(((p - l)/2)!)*.

(4) For 2s < q
ßQs(x) = 0

while if 2s > q

ßQS(x) = (-lfv(q)Q[2s_q)(p_X)_x(x).

(5) For p = 2

W = Hen®X®X) e H2q+niX' ZIP)-

(6) For p odd

Çn = (-lf+q)l2v(q)o'pSen(p_X)®xp) G Hpq+n(p_X)(X, Z/p).

(1) For p odd and n + q even

C„ = (-l)("+í)/2Kí)^K(p_1)_1)®xí'e//p?+„(í,_1)_J(^)Z/p).

(8)

¿nix,y) = (-l)nq+lvfi®x®y)GHn+q+r(X,Z/p).

Here i/: Cn+1(2) x X x X —> X is the Z2 equivariant map without the Z/2

quotient action on the domain and z G Hn(Cn+x(2), Z/p) s Hn(S", Z/p) is

the fundamental class.

Here:

(1) The cells e¡ G H¡(Cn(p)/'Lp,Z/p(q))  are dual to the  z'-dimensional

generator in the image of //''(5Ip , Z/p(q)) -» H¡(Cn(p)/lp , Z/p(q)), see [10].

(2) 4.1(8) defines the Browder operation [9].

(3) Q0(x) = xp , the p-fold Pontrjagin product of x with itself.

(4) In general the top operation iA,n behaves very much like a Dyer-Lashof

operation (£,n = Qn,p_X) if A" is a Cn+2 operad space). Theorem 1.3 of [10]

catalogs the precise differences.

(5) We are interested in C4 spaces, thus n = 3 in our calculations.

These operations have many nice algebraic properties. For example, the fol-

lowing is true.
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be a Cn+X space with x G Hq(X, Z/2), y& Hr(X,Z/2).

Then the following relations are true:

( 1 )  The Cartan Relations:
a

(4.3) Qaix*y) = J2Qiix)*Qa_liy).
i=0

(2) The Nishida Relations:

(4.4) Sq[Qsx = £(r -2i,s-2r + 2i + q)Qs_r+2¡S¿x
i

for x G Hq(X ; Z/2).
(3) The Adem Relations: If r > s

(4.5) C2fÖ, = E(2l'-r-J'r-,"-1)ör4.ZI-2ißi.

w/zere (z, 7) w r/z«? binomial coefficient (i + j)\/i\j\.

There are analogous Adem, Cartan, and Nishida relations for odd primes

(see [10, pp. 213-214]).
The map tp(G) described in Theorem 2.6 can be used to construct analogous

operations in JA(G) and one can use diagram (2.10) to compare the results with

the better-known structure of iterated loop operations in Q BG. Furthermore,

since homology is compactly supported it is routine to use homotopies such

as in Theorem 6.12 of [7] along with Lemma 1.19 to verify that the diagrams

used to derive (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) (cf. [18]) all homotopy commute on the

(JA(G), (p(G)) level. Thus, we have

Corollary 4.6. The Cartan, Nishida, and Adem relations all hold in the group

Hf JA(G), Z/p).

These homology operations are crucial in describing the homology of iterated

loop spaces. We first recall the homology of QnSJ, as these are the building

blocks for the homology of Q3SU(zz). Let z be a generator of Hj_n(ÇlnSJ, Z/p)

= Z/p for j > n .

Theorem 4.7 [12, 19]. For j > n, HfQnSJ, Z/2) 2 Z/2(i, Q,(i)), a polyno-
mial algebra over Z/2, under the loop sum Pontrjagin product, on generators i

and Qj(i) = ß, Q¡ ■•Qi (i), where I = (ix, ... , if) satisfies 0 < z, < z'2 <

■ • ■ < ik < n.

Notice that //„ (Q.3S3, Z/2) can be described solely in terms of iterated

operations Qx and Q2. However, as Q.3S3 ~ Q4BS , Q3 = £3 exists in

HfQ.4BS3, Z/2) and in HfJA ,Z/2) where it is highly nontrivial as was

shown in [7]. To state the analog of Theorem 4.7 for odd primes we need

a bit more notation. Let

(4.8) ß°>Qs ■■■ßhQAl) = QI{l)

be an iterated mod p operation on z.
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Definition 4.9. Let / = (ex, sx, ... , ek, sk)  and p be an odd prime.   / is

«-admissible if:

( 1 )   0 <sx <s2< ■■■ <sk< n.
(2) e,. = 0 or 1.

(3) e¡ = sl - S;_x mod 2 for 1 < i < k.

Recall that the symmetric algebra, S(-), is the product over Z/p of polyno-

mial algebras on even dimensional generators and of exterior algebras on odd

dimensional generators.

Theorem 4.10 [19, 10]. Let p be an odd prime and 2j + I > n. As algebras,

under the loop sum Pontrjagin product,

(4.11) Ht(a"s2j+1, z/p) *s{i, ß/0).

where I = (ex, sx, ... , ek, sk) is n-admissible and sk = 2 j + 1 - « mod 2.

To describe Hf£lnSn , Z/p) recall the identity map S" -> Sn represents the

base point in the 1-component Q"S" , and thus, a distinguished homology class

[1] G H0(Q."S" , Z/p). Furthermore, if x and y are homology classes carried

by the k and / components of Q.nS", then x*y and Qi,p_x)(x) are carried

by the k + l and pk components respectively.

Theorem 4.12 [12, 19].  HfQn0Sn, Z/2) S Z/2(Q,(l) * [-2k]), a polynomial

algebra over Z/2, under the loop sum Pontrjagin product, on generators Qfl) *

[~2k] = QitQh ■ ■ ■ Qik(1)*[-2k], where I = (ix, ... , ik) satisfies 0 < ix < i2 <

■■■<ik<n. 2

Theorem 4.13 [19, 10]. Let p be an odd prime. As algebras, under the loop sum

Pontrjagin product,

(4.14) HfQ2Qn+lS2"+l, Z/p) - S(Qfl) * [-/]),

where I = (sx, sx, ... , ek, sk) is 2« + l-admissible and sk = 0 mod 2.

Next we recall that, if « < p, then localized at p, SU(«) is homotopy

equivalent to the product of odd spheres S  x ■ ■ ■ x S "-l . Thus, for n < p

«i-i

(4.15) //„(Q3SU(«),Z/p) = (g)//„(nV'+1,Z/p).
1=1

To state the analog when « > p we need to define

a times

(4.16) Qas=^~Q^.

Theorem 4.17 [27]. Let n > p. There are choices of elements

(1) [1] g //0(Q?SU(«), Z/p) c //0(Í23SU(«), Z/p),

(2) «,. G H2[_2(Ci30SV(n), Z/p),

(3) v^H^fQlSVW^/p),
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such that //„(Q0SU(«), Z/p) is isomorphic to one of the following algebras:

I. Let p = 2.

Z/2[ß"(ß2[l]*[-2])|a>0]

ß2(w;.) I a > 0, 1 < z <
n- 1

ß^ß2ft(M/)|a,e>0,

Q^fv^a^^O,

2

n- 1

2

n- 1

®Z/2

®Z/2

®Z/2

II. Let p>2.

Z/p[Qa2{p_x)(Q2{p_X)[l]*[-p]) \ a>0]

<g> Z//?[ß2( „.ni",-) I « > 0, 1 < i < n - 1, i'£ 0 mod p]

, z'^ 0 mod 2

< z < « - 1, z'^ 0 mod 2

< i < n - 1, i = 0 mod 2

®Z//?

<8>Z/p

Qap-lßQ2{p-X)iu,)\a>0,b>0,
«-1

¿ß'M^nK)!"'^0'
«- 1

< i < n - 1, z ̂  0 mod p

< z < « - 1, z'^é 0 mod/?

C^ßL-nWIfl.^O,
«- 1

< i < n - 1, z = 0 modp

«-1
< z < « - 1, i = 0 modpßQap.lQb3ip.1)ivi)\a>0,b>0,

It is useful to know how the following maps act on homology

(4.18) Í23SU(«) — Q3SU(« + 1) -£E£* Q3S2"+1,

where i is the inclusion
^   0
0    /

and n  maps B G SU(« + 1)  to the last column of B.   The elements [1],

uk, and vk can be chosen so that (i!3z')„([l]) = [1],  (Sl3i)fuk) = uk, and
■a -j

(SI i)fvk) = vk , provided uk and vk exist in HfSl SU(« + 1) ; Z/p). The fol-

lowing theorem explicitly gives the kernel of (Q3z')„ and the image of (Sl3n)t.

Theorem 4.19 [27]. The isomorphisms in Theorem 4.17 can be chosen so that:

(1) For n ^ Omodp,  (SI n)t  is a surjection sending the element un G

H2n_2(Sl3SV(n + 1), Z/p) to i g H2n_2(Sl3S2n+[, Z/p) and (fi3z)„ is an in-

jection.

(2) For « = 0 mod p, the image of (fl37t)„ is generated as an algebra by

elements of the form

itfn)fQaxQb(vn)) = QaxQb+\i)
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when p = 2, while for p > 2

iSl3n)fQ^xQb3{p_x)(vn)) = Qap_xßQb£_x)(i)

and
itfnUßQap+_\Qbi{p_x)(vn)) = ßQap+_\ßQb;pl_x)(i).

(3) For n = 0 mod p, but « ^ 0 mod p2 the kernel of (Q3z)„ is generated

as an algebra by elements of the form ß"+Iß2(«„/2) for p = 2 and by elements

of the form Qap_xQb{p_x)iun/p) and ßQ^Q^l „(«„„) for p > 2.
2 3

(4) For « = 0 mod p the kernel of (SI z')„ is generated as an algebra

by elements of the form: QaxQfvn,2) for p = 2 and by elements of the form

<Z-ißQ&l-i)K„) and ßQap+_\ßQb{p_x)ivn/p) fiorp>2.

Here the relations described in (2)-(4) above hold for all a, b >-0.

Remark. The element un_x G H2n_4(Si30SU(n) ; Z/p), (n-l)^O mod p , can

be chosen to be any element whose image under (Si3p)t is the generator of

H2n4(Sl S'n ' ; Z/p). In §5 we will make an explicit choice for the u¡ 's.

5. Homological calculations for k = 1

In this section we compute the information we will require in the following

sections about the mod p homology of the natural inclusion /, : JAx(SU(n)) —►

«Î(SU(«)).
We begin with p = 2 and « = 3 .

Proposition 5.1. The map 7(SU(3)): SU(3)/C —► JT23SU(3)  is nontrivial on

Hf-,Z/2).
Proof. There is a commutative diagram

I(CP2)    -^    SU(3)     •/(SU(3)))    fi3SU(3)

(5.2) ci lipa

S5 -Z* Sl3S5

where g is the inclusion of the bottom two cells and c is the collapse map

given by pinching the bottom cell to the base point.

The following sequence of lemmas will show the adjoint of H is homotopic

to the suspension of the Hopf map, which we denote by Z(/z). Since Z(A)

generates nfS5) and there is a spherical class in HfSl S , Z) whose mod 2

reduction is nonzero, 1(h) must be nonzero on Hf-, Z/2). Hence, /(SU(3))

must be nonzero on Hf-, Z/2).   D

Remark. Proposition 5.1 was the starting point of our homological calculations

needed to bring the results of [7] and [27] together.  We would like to thank
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Fred Cohen for providing us, at the beginning of our study, with an alternative

proof to the one presented here.

Now define Fa x : C" -> C" for a g S1 and x G S2"-1 c C" by the formula

(5.3) Fax(z) = z-(l-a)(z,x)x,

where (- , -) is the usual inner product on C". It is routine to verify

Lemma 5.4.  Fa x satisfies the following properties:

( 1 )   Fa x fixes the subspace perpendicular to x and multiplies x by a.

(2) F      is linear.

(3) <,(*!>• F.>2)> = <*,,*2>-
(4) det(FaJ = a.

(5) The inverse of Fa x is F& x .

(6) ForyGU(n), y-Fax = FaMx)-y.

(7) Fax = Faßxfiorall ßGS1.

(8) FXx = id.

Now define

(5.5) g:Sl ACP"-1 — SU(«)

by g(a, x) = F&x ■ Fax, where x0 = (1,0,... ,0) is the base point of

CP"- . It is easy to check, using the properties of Fa x , that g is well defined.

Recall, from remark (3.4), that 7(SU(«)): SU(«) -» Q3SU(«) is given by

(5.6) J(SU(n))(x)(y)=x-y-x~l,

where x G SU(«) and y G S3 = SU(2) c SU(«). It is convenient to use the

identification of S3 and SU(2) given by

(5-7) y = (yx, y2)
y2  -yx

fi   h
in what follows.

Diagram (5.2) is actually the lower half of the following commutative dia-
gram:

s'aCP"-1 .!♦      SU(«)        -^m        Si3SV(n)

I i I qA

(5.8) 5'ACP" ^   SU(» + 1)     7(SU("+1)).    Q3SU(« + 1)

lc Itfn

51 A(CP"/CP"-1) -2+ Sl3S2n+]
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where n is the evaluation map on y0 = (0, ... ,0, 1) G C". Lemma 5.4 can

be used to show that the adjoint of H, which we denote by K, is explicitly

given by

K(aAxAy) = FäXo.Fax.y.FätX.FaXo(y0)

= F«,xfFa,x-Fa,y(x)iyo) = Fa,Xoiv)>

where

v = {yQ-{l -á)(y0,x)(y(x)-x)-(l - a)(l -ä)(y0,x)(l - (y(x), x))x).

Furthermore, we have the following explicit formula for the suspension of the

Hopf map 1(h): Ss ^ S5.

Lemma 5.9.  1(h) : Sl A (CP2/CP') A S3 - S5 is given by

I(A)(a A (xx, x2, xf A (yx, yfy) = Fáxpz{, zf),

where

y = -2x^(1-$t(a))(l-$t(y2)),

and

z2 = 1 — (1 - a)2(l - $t(y2))(l - x^xfx^Xy

Proof. This is a direct but long computation and is given in §7.   D

Finally, the next lemma finishes the proof of Proposition 5.1 .

Lemma 5.10.  K and X(/z) are homotopic.

Proof. A direct, but lengthy, calculation shows that L(h)(v) is never equal to

-K(v) and thus the straight line homotopy

tl.(h) + (l -t)K

\\Œ(h) + (l-t)K\\

is well defined. Details are given in §7.   □

We now consider general values for n and p. Recall that one can choose

un_x G //2n_4(QoSU(«) ; Z/p) to be any element such that the image of un_x

under (Si n)t is the generator of H2nA(Sl S "~ ; Z/p).

Proposition 5.11. Let p  be a prime and k ^ 0 mod p,   1 < k < n.   Then

uk * [1] G H2k_2(Si3SV(n) ; Z/p) is in the image of

J(SU(n)): SU(«)/C — Sl3SV(n).

zi = •A, -J ̂ A, -y
y2 -y\

y~\   h J
+ (1 - x3xf

1    0

0    1
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Proof. We will show that there is a homotopy commutative diagram

Jc-l      fCP* SU(fc+l)/C    J(SU(*+1)),    Sl3xSU(k+l)

(5.12) I«3

,2«fc-2 Sl3S2k+l

where / is the inclusion onto the 2k - 2 skeleton of SU(/c + 1)/C, c is the

collapse map given by pinching CP ~2 c CP to the base point and the

adjoint of K is a map of degree k . Thus, if k ^ 0 mod p , then the generator

z G //2fc_2(Q3S2fc+1, Z/p) is in the image of {foJ{SU{k + 1)) o £î37r)„. So we

can choose uk G H2k_2(SllsU(k + 1) ; Z/p) so that uk * [1] is the image of the

generator of H2k_2(CPn~l ; Z/p) under the map (foJ(SU(k + 1)))„. Since

the diagram

7(SU(«c+l))
SV(k+l)/C si;su(k + i)

(5.13) I In3

SU(«)/C
/(SUM)

nJsu(«)

commutes, zz^ * [1] is in the image of 7(SU(«))„ for k £ 0 mod p , 1 < k <

« .    D

The following sequences of lemmas will show the existence of diagram (5.12).

C +1 by the formulaWe begin by defining g: S2k~l c Ck

g

x,

-    2 _ -    2

Xk-2Xk-2      XkXk-l

Xk-\Xk-l

XkXk

It is easy to verify

Lemma 5.14.  g satisfies the following:

(1) g(ax) = ag(x) for a G S1 CC.

(2) g{x)¿0.

(3) g(x) is perpendicular to x.

Choose yx, ... ,yk_x G S
2k+l

\g{x

so that the matrix

>?*-i
g(x)
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is an element of SU(/c+ 1). Define /: CP* ' —> SV(k + l)/C by sending

x G CP -1 to the matrix above. Lemma 5.14 guarantees that / is well defined.

Recall, from remark (3.4), that J(SU{k + 1)): SU(k + 1) — Sl3SU(k + 1) is
given by

J(SV(k + l))(x)(y) = x ■ y ■ x~l,

where x G SU(k + I) and y G S3 = SU(2) c SU(k + 1). It is convenient to
•a

use the identification of -S   and SU(2) given by

y = (a,b)<-
a     b
-b   a

in what follows. The composite (SI no J(SU(k + 1)) of) is explicitly given by

the formula

(Sl3noJ(SV(k+l))of)(x)(y)

abxxxk - ß(a - l)x2x2xk

abx2xk - ß(a - l)x2x3xk + y2(a - l)xxxk

abxlxk - ß(a - l)x2xl+xxk + y fa - l)xi_xxk

abxk_xxk - ß(a - l)x2_,X2 + yk_x(a - l)xk_2xk

abxkxk + yk(a-l)xk_xxk

l + (a-l)\\xk\\6/\\g(x)\\2

where

(1) a=||xjr7lls(*)||,
(2) ß = ||x,||2/||g(x)||2

(3)   7, = ||x«-H \g(x)\\, and
(4) we note that a, ß and yi are all nonnegative constants.

Lemma 5.15. A choice for the composite K o c is given by

(Koc)(x)(y) =

^«c-l^/H^it-lll HX«cll

kxk_2xk

b\\xf2Hw

l + (fl-l)||xfc|

where À = ^2(1 -»(a)) > 0.

Proof. See §7.   n

The next lemma finishes the proof of Proposition 5.11
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Lemma 5.16.  Sl3n o 7(SU(/c + 1)) o / and K o c are homotopic.

Proof. Direct calculation shows that SI n o J(SU(k + l))o f is never equal to

-K o c and thus the two maps are homotopic via the standard straight line

homotopy. Again, these details are given in §7.   D

We can now give an alternate proof of part of 8.9 and 8.10 of [7].

Corollary 5.17. Both

ß1([l])*[-l]G//1(fi3SU(2);Z/2)

and

ß2([l])*[-l]G//2(Q3SU(2);Z/2)

are in the image ofi 7(SU(2))„.

Remark. [7, 8.9] shows that

ß3([l])*[-l]e//3(OjsU(2);Z/2)

is in the image of 7(SU(2))„.

Proof. By Theorem 4.17, /74(Í23SU(4); Z/2) is generated by u3 * [1] and

(ß2([1])*[-1])2 and the image of these two elements generate //4(Í23SU; Z/2).

Since there is a nonprimitive element in //4(Í23SU; Z/2), the reduced diagonal

of zz3*[l] must be (ß2([l]) * [-1]) ® (ß2([l]) * [-1]). By Proposition 5.11,

u3 * [1] is in the image of /(SU(4))„, so that ß2([l]) * [-1] must also be in

the image of /(SU(4))„.

Consider the following homotopy commutative diagram:

SiS1 — C2 -» C3

I I I
(5.18) SIS5 -      SU(2)       -       SU(3)

I II

F -»    SU(2)/C2    -4   SU(3)/C3

in which both the rows and columns are fibrations. It is easy to see that

//, (F ; Z/2) = Z/2 and by Proposition 3.11:

//1(SU(3)/C3;Z/2) = 0,

//2(SU(3)/C3;Z/2) = Z/2,

//2(SU(2)/C2 ; Z/2) = Z/2.

Thus in the Serre spectral sequence for (5.18), the class in //2(SU(3)/C3 ; Z/2)

cannot support a differential. This implies that (j2)t is an isomorphism on

H2(- ; Z/2). By Lemma 3.10, the map (jn)t is an isomorphism on Hf- ; Z/2)
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for i < 2« - 4, thus the composite map SU(2)/C2 —► SU(4)/C4 is an isomor-

phism on H2(- ; Z/2). Since the diagram

SU(2)/C2     J(SU(2))>    Q3SU(2)

I I

SU(4)/C4     J(SU(4)).    iî3SU(4)

commutes, ß2([l]) * [-1] is in the image of /(SU(2))„.

Since Sql(Q2([l])*[-l]) = Qx([l])*[-l], the image of 7(SU(2))„ contains

e,([i])*[-i].
Remark. Since the map SU(2)/C2 —* SU(«)/Cn induces an isomorphism on

H2(-;Z/2), 7(SU(«))„ is a monomorphism on H2(-;Z/2).

Corollary 5.19. For 1 < k < « and k = 0 mod p, there is an element xk G

H2k_2(Sl3SV(n);Z/p), which is in the image of H2k_2(Sl3xSV(k- l);Z/p),

such that u2 * uk_x *[1] + xk is in the image of J(SU(n)). In the case p = 2,

u2 is understood to be Q2[l] * [-2].

Proof. For 1 < j < n-2, denote the generator of H2j(SU(n)/C ; Z/p) by it;,.

By Lemma 3.10 the reduced diagonal of ui. is given by

j-i
Aw, = y^Wi <8>w,  ,.

By Proposition 5.11 and Corollary 5.17,

J(SU{n))twk_2 = uk_l*[l]   and   J(S\J{n)\wl=u2*[l].

Thus (u2*[l])<g>(uk_x*[l]) is a term in the reduced diagonal of J(S\J(n))twk_x .

This implies that J(SU(n))twk_x is nonzero and contains the term u2 * uk_x *

[1].  Since all other generators in H2k_2(SixSU(n) ; Z/p) are in the image of

H2k_2(Sl3xSV(k - 1) ; Z/p), this proves the corollary.   D

Corollary 5.20. For « even, there is an element xn G H2n_2(SlxSU(n); Z/2),

which is in the image of //2n_2(Q3SU(« - 1) ; Z/2), such that

ui*un-\ *n]+x„

is in the image of 7(SU(«))„.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 5.19.

Remark. The results of this section, together with the description of

//„(SU(«)/C; Z/p) given in Lemma 3.11, imply that /(SU(«))„ is a monomor-

phism through dimension 2« - 4 for all « and p . Furthermore, when p = 2

and n is even, 7(SU(«))„ is also a monomorphism in dimension 2« - 2 .
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6.   SU(«)   INSTANTONS

In this section we study the case G = SU(«). As G is fixed in this section we

will suppress the SU(«) in the notation. We are now ready to use the results of

the previous sections to construct many new nontrivial classes in HfJAk , Z/p)

for all primes p . Theorem 2.9 implies the following diagrams commute:

H$(ÇfkBSV(n), Z/p) ® Ht(Q4BSV(n), Z/p)        -U        Hs+t(Si4k+lBSV(n), Z/p)

(6.1) '*. ®',„T Tz'fc+Z.

H,(J!k , Z/p) ® Ht(Jt,, Z/p) -i* HM(jrM , Z/p)

Hr(Q.4kBSV(n), Z/p)        -^        //2s(p_1)+r(i2^ßSU(«), Z/p)

(6-2) ikm î Î i,t>

Ht(Jfk , Z/p) -Si. H2s(p_x)+r(JApk , Z/p)

and the Browder operation

Hr(Cl4kBSV(n), Z/p) ® //,(n;ÄSU(«), Z/p)        X        Hr+t+i(a4k+lBSV(n), Z/p)

(6.3) iK « ic î î ¡fc+;>

«,(^ , Z/p) 8 /f,(^ , Z/p) -^ //r+(+3(^+/, Z/p)

First let « = 3 and p = 2. Starting with generators zQ = [1] G H0(ÂAX, Z/2)

and z5 G HfJAx, Z/2) one computes iterated Dyer-Lashof operations on these

generators and loop sums of such elements, and by using the commutativity

of diagrams (6.1) and (6.2) and the known loop sum Dyer-Lashof structure of

//„(Q45SU(3), Z/2) one recovers the Z/2 version of the generalized Atiyah-

Jones theorem for SU(3), first shown by Taubes, that H (JAf) —> H (Wk) is

a surjection for k » q. For example we immediately find ß2(l) is in im-

age z'„ : Ht(JA2, Z/2) —» H,(W2, Z/2). We note in passing that ß2ß2 • • • ß2(l)

G H2i+,_2('S2i, Z/2) is in image (if and thus we obtain a nonzero class in

Hq(JAk,Z/2) for q approximately ^dim(^.). In addition,

Qi Qh---Q^zf G Hd(W2¡, Z/2)

is in image (if. Furthermore, using these elements it is possible to obtain a

better bound for the range q = q(k) through which z'„ is a surjection. However,

computing iterated Dyer-Lashof operations on uk * [ 1 ] and on u2*uk*[l]+xk+x

in //„(Q SU(«) ; Z/p) is delicate in general because of the presence of possibly

nontrivial Browder operations there. Our main computational results are as

follows:

Theorem 6.4.  HfJAk(S\J(n)) ; Z/2) contains elements of the form

(6.5)       z = z(Ix,... ,Im,jx,... Jm) = QIizJU---*QI (z   )*[k-l]
1 ■' I m        J m

for all sequences (/,,... ,Im, jx, ... , jj such that:

(i) /=Er=.2/(/i)<^.
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(2) Each j¡ runs through the following possibilities:

Í2k, for 0 < k < n - 2,
also 5, ifin = 3 or 4,

also 2« - 2,    ifin is even.

(3) Each Qj  is of the form

' Qa2, for j¡ < « - 3 and jt even,

QcxQ2Qt'   for a ■ b • c = 0, n - 3 < j¡ and j¡ even,Qi =

QXQ",       for a, b>0 and j\ = 5.

(4) The image of z in HfSi SU(«) ; Z/2) is given by replacing z0 by [1],

22 by ß2[l]*[l], z2k by uk+x*[l] when k is even, z2k by u2*uk*[l] + xk+x

when k is odd, and z5 by v2.

For odd primes,

Theorem 6.6.  HfJAk(S\](n)) ; Z/p) contains elements of the form

(6.7)       z = z(Ix,... ,Im, ;,,... ,jJ = QI](zj)*.--*QL(zJm)*[k-l]

for all sequences (/,,... , Im, jx, ... , jm) such that:

(i) /=Er-,//')<^-
(2) ;,. = 2k for 0 < k < « - 2.
(3) Each Qj  is of the form

' Q%_2 ' fiora>0 and all ;,,

QI¡ = | ß*_, ß(£p_2,      fora>0,b>0 and j, > 2-i^Al}

. ßQbp-XßQa2p-2,   fora>0,b>0 and jl > 2íü^=il.

(4) The image of z in //„(£23SU(«) ; Z/p) is given by replacing z0 by

[1], z2k by uk+x * [1] for 1 < k < n - 2 when k ^ -1 mod p, and z2k by

u2* uk*[l] +xk+x when k = -1 mod p .

Remark. By a long but direct computation, using the properties of the Dyer-

Lashof algebra, the image of the z 's given in Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 are nonzero

in HfSl3SU(n);Z/p).

For « even, this gives an element in //20{2/!+1,_3(^2,1(SU(«)) ; Z/2) which

maps to

Q>2 *"„-!*[!] + x„) G H2a{2n+x)_3(Sl3r(SU(n)) ; Z/2)

and is hence nonzero. For a > 2 this class occurs above the middle dimension

of JA2a. Furthermore, by taking appropriate products we obtain

Corollary 6.9. For k = 4 or k > 8, the moduli space J?k(SU(2n)) has non-

trivial homology above the middle dimension.

(Also, we have the special case « = 3 due to the class v2 there.)
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Corollary 6.10. For k > I, the moduli space JAk(S\](3)) has nontrivial homol-

ogy above the middle dimension.

Similarly, the results of [7] imply

Corollary 6.11. For k > 1, the moduli space ^#A.(SU(2)) has nontrivial homol-

ogy above the middle dimension.

Corollaries 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 have interesting analytical consequences. We

first recall that Donaldson has shown that, for all k, J?k(G) is a complex

manifold. Furthermore, Hitchin observed that J?k(G) is hyper-Kähler; that

is, JAk(G) has an entire S worth of complex structures. In another direction

however, the Lefschetz theorem (cf. [21]) states that a complex analytic man-

ifold of complex dimension r which bianalytically embeds as a closed subset

of a complex Euclidean space has the homotopy type of an r-dimensional CW

complex. Of course, Stein manifolds are particularly nice examples of such

embeddable complex manifolds. Hence, we have

Corollary 6.12. For k > 1, ^.(SU(2)) and ^(SU(3)) cannot be given the

structure of a Stein manifold. Furthermore, for all « > 1, if k = 4 or k > 8,

^k(SU(2n)) cannot be given the structure of a Stein manifold.

7. The proofs of the technical lemmas

Proof of Lemma 5.9.  I(/z) can be explicitly constructed from the following five

maps.

(1) The collapse map c: CP /CP1 —> S4 given by

(2) The smash map s4 3: S /\S  —► S   given by

(z,, z2, zf) A (yx, yf) >-* (azx , az2, byx, by2 + (1 - ¿j)) ,

where a = sf(l - 5R(y2))/2 and b = (1 - zf/2.

(3) The classical Hopf map h: S  —> S4 given by

z,    wx

Lz2     W2

W* -w.

W.        KJ,2   J   L^-2
, 2(wxwx + w2w2) - 1

(4) The homeomorphism 6: Sl AS4 -+ Sl AS4 given by

a A (z, , z2 , zf h^ a A (-qz, , -z2 , zf

.    C1    A    C4   _    C5     „Uro(5) Finally, the smash map sx .: Sl AS4 —> S5 given by

qA(z. , z2, zf) \-> [czx ,cz2, 1 -
(l-a)(l-zf
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The proof of Lemma 5.9 now follows directly from the fact that I(/z) is

explicitly given by the evident composition induced, in sequence, by the maps

given in items (l)-(5) above.

5'a(CP2/CP')a53

I
Sl A S4 A S3

I
S1aS4aS3

I
S1 AS7

I
SlAS4

I
S5    D

Proof of Lemma 5.10. We need to show that I(/z)  is never equal to  -K,

Let x = (xx, x2, xf) G S5, x = (xx, x2), and y = (yx, yf) G S3 = SU(2).
If y(x) = yx + z, where z is perpendicular to x, then 1 - (y(x), x) =

(1-x3x3)(l - y) and $t(y2) = 9t(y). Thus, K(aAxAy) is F&      applied to

-(1 -ä)xfy(x) -x)-(l -a)(l -á)x3(l -x3xf(l - y)x

1 - (1 - q)(1 - q)x3X3(1 - x3Xf)(l - y)

and I.(h)(a Ax Ay) is F& x   applied to

-2x3x/(l -SR(a))(l -%t(y))(x3x3(y(x) - Ac) + x)

l-2(l-a)(l-lk(y))x3X3(l-x3X3)

When a = 1 , x3X3 = 0, x}X3 = 1 or y = 1 both K and Z(«) map

v = (aAxAy) to the base point. If y(x) = yx+z , where z is both perpendicular

to x and nonzero, then x and y(x)—x are linearly independent. But, in this

case, (1 - a) f= -2x3x3s/'(l - SR(a))(l - 3i(y)) as the right-hand side is real and

negative. Finally, if z = 0 and l.(h)(v) = -K(v) then we would have

(7.1) (l-ä)-(l-a)(l-ä)(l-x3*3) =

and

2V(l-8t(a))(l-3?(y))

[l-7)~ 2x3X3V/(l-3t(a))(l-3c(y))

(7.2) 2-(l-a)(l-Q)x3x3(l-x3x3)(l-y) = (l-y)(l-y)x3x3(l-x3x3)(l-a).

However, (7.1) implies that

9(1 -ä) = 3
x/(l-q)(l-Q)(l-y)(l-y)

l-y
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which implies that a = y . But then (7.1) also implies that x3x3 = \ and (7.2)

would then imply that l-(l-a)2(l-a)/4 = 0 which is impossible as a is

real.   D

Proof ofiLemma 5.15. The adjoint of Koc is the composite S3ACP*-1 -^+

S3 A CP^'/CP^-2 -^ S2k+X -±> S2k+l, where 4> is any homeomorphism and

k is any degree k map. It is easy to check that we may use the following choice

of <f>:

<p{{a, b) A (xx, ... ,xk))

= i^xk-ixk ' -^xxXk , ... , -Xxk_2xk , bxkxk , 1 + (a - l)xkXk),

where I = yjl(\ - »(a)). Now define k: S2k+l -> S2k+l by

k(y,,... ,yk+x)= i^rr,y2,... ,yk+l) .

Clearly, k is of degree k . The adjoint of the composite k o <f> o (id A c) is the

map given by Lemma 4.15.   D

We conclude with

Proof of Lemma 5.16. We will assume that

(7.3)       (Sl3n o J(SV(k + 1)) o f)((a ,b)Ax) = -(K o c)((a ,b)Ax)

and show that a = b = 0, which is a contradiction. Equation (7.3) implies the

following four equalities:

(7-4) 1 + (a - l)-i!^Lj = -1 - (^ - !)IM2>
ll£(x)||2

(7.5) ab\\xk\\2 + (a- l)ykxk_xxk = -b\\xk\\2,

(7.6) abxixk - ß(a - l)x2xi+xxk + y fa - l)xi_xxk = kx{_xXk ,

k     -k

(7.7) abxxXk-ß(a-l)x\x2xk = -X--kk~\ k ,

H**-lll       WXkW

where a, ß , y¡,, X are all nonnegative, 1 < i < k , and a = ß = yi = 0 only

if (a, b) A x is the base point.

Equation (7.4) implies that xk^0 and that a- 1 is negative. Thus, («2, ¿;)A

x is not the base point and a, ß , y; are all strictly positive. This together with

equation (7.5) implies that xk_xXk = Sk_xb where Sk_x > 0. Now assume that
i.*-/XjXk = ôjb   Jforl<i<j<k-l. Using equation (7.6) and the hypothes is
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above we obtain xt_xXk = Si_xbk ,+l  where <5;_, > 0. Thus, x¡Xk = 8f>k '

for 1 < / < k - 1. This together with equation (7.7) implies that bk = 0.

Hence, xi = 0 for 1 < i < k - 1 and \\xk\\ = 1 = ||#(x)||. Along with equation

(7.4) this implies that a = 0.   □
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